Abstract. The function pm(n) is defined as the number of partitions of the integer n into exactly m nonzero positive integers where the order is irrelevant.
. Thus pm(n) is not a polynomial, but it contains a completely algebraic part which is a polynomial in « of degree (»1 -1). If we call these polynomials qm(n) (say), then they satisfy the relationship 4m(") -?m(" -m) = qm-x(n -1). 
A Series Expansion for qm(n)
.
;
The polynomials bmr can be generated by means of a computer program where the summations are effected using the Bernoulli polynomials. This expansion although of some interest is of little use for calculating pm(n) unless n is very large compared with m. G. J. Rieger has given the over estimate
which exactly agrees with the first two terms of the expansion. This yields good estimates when » is large compared with m(m -3)/4 but gives no idea of the magnitude of the error. To determine a series expansion which will yield better numerical approximations and give some idea of the magnitude of the error, we can proceed as follows.
3. An Alternating Series Expansion. Assume there is an expansion of the form . These values can be used as a check when explicitly calculating the Fr(m). We have
Adding we have as Fr(0) -0 that
By assuming an expansion of the form
it is easy but tedious to show that
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Thus the polynomials Fr(m) alternate in sign. We have .735774 X 10" .890421 X 10" .873338 X 10" .874427 X 10" .874387 X 10" .874388 X 10"
The expansion in terms of the Fr(m) for pm(n) when truncated at r = 1,3,5, or 7 gives upper and lower bounds for pm(n) better than those given previously for n tending to infinity.
(2) />20(500) = .112794 X 1018
. 4. The Relationship Between N and M for Effective Calculation of pm(n). Thus the series gives excellent results when n is suitably large compared with m. In fact this will be achieved if the terms decrease in absolute magnitude. A condition for this can be estimated approximately as follows. We have, apart from sign, Clearly as k -oo, r.h.s/l.h.s tends to unity, which of course is apparent from the expansion for Fr(m) on p. 215. It is thus clear that the function Gr(m) is a good approximation for Fr(m) in the sense defined above. That is,the ratio is close to unity. Thus we can say that for r < m/2, Gr(m) is a 'good' approximation for Fr(m). Thus, for r < m/2 at least, the functions Fr(m) must be of constant sign as the functions 6>(m) certainly are, and the series will be an alternating one. The leading polynomials listed to r = 21 are of ponstant sign for r < m that is with k = 1 a property which is most probably general but is not proved here. In any event, it is only the leading terms that we require, and r of the order m/2 is quite sufficient. The series can still be of value even when n is smaller than the above bounds as the terms must ultimately begin to decrease, as the following example shows. Consider />50(1000). Thus .487 X 1020 <p50(500) < .562 X 1020, whereas Px(500) = .553301 X 1020.
7. Conclusion. The alternating series expansion for qm(n) provides an effective means for determining both upper and lower bounds when n > m5/2/ 4Î2 .
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